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• 4 -JI' ~ Introduction 
\~ \\\f"' ~ "'0~ Organizing on Africa and Africa-related issues is today 
~~,., t>:f '~ A.r-- taking place on radically altered terrain. It is a new situation. The South 
\r. J'I"' ,t.: 1<fl' ~ 
01Q' 0s African apartheid system is demolished and the Cold War no longer l ~ ~,~ functions as a dominant component of U.S. foreign relations, especially 
~'I"_:; · USA relations with Aftic~The contradictions and tensions within U.S . 
. -~~ society today be they rac1a, gender, religious, disability or sexual 
~ ;tr ~¼'' orientation, make Africa and Africa-related organizing truly complicated 
&3,0 ~ ~" ~ and challenging. The "local" problems American citizens wrestle with ~~ ~ cJ>o-> '1 daily often consume what little psychic and emotional energies people f ~ ~.r--;,Y' possess so that they remain with little compassion, let alone active 
~ \ 1<J~ . empathy, for the problems of "Those others". The racialized projection, 
<'
0f' ,~ marginalization and "Tarzanization" of Africa and things African 
~
0 
consistently result in Africa and African concerns being consigned to 
remote and exotic chambers of American minds with African people 
becoming as objectified and dehumanized as stuffed monkeys and 
porcelain elephant teapots. As Salih Booker, Executive Director of Africa 
Action, has recently noted: it is not accidental that "Africa is 'ground zero' 
of the global AIDS crisis ... Africa has been hit hardest by HIV/AIDS 
-~c, because poverty has left its people most vulnerable, and because racism has 
,, ~ ..,~ impeded an urgent international response." 
~ - ~ 
q ~ ".;>,..,, Still, there are mobilizational possibilities and openings that V ~~ ~ ~ have never been present before: First, greater and greater numbers of ~ 11,..- ~/'II'~ citizens are aware of and traveling to Africa; African immigrants in the 
O' .q-.,0'~~~ USA are both more (economically speaking) mobile and more organized; 
le., ~"' technology and communication enables one remarkable and instantaneous 
,""v ~-.v . access to current information about Africa. There is a slow but steady 
~~tiJ.,~i.tr 1 growth in a general consciousness amongst the educated US public that 
()...,'.r. events in Africa are related to other world events and dynamics; nd lastly 
there are cultural openmgs an spaces w ere new poss1 1 1ttes are opening 
up for Americans to engage with Africa. Many US youth today may never 
have heard of the late Julius Nyerere but they know intimate details about 
Oliver Mtukudzi and Brenda Fassie. 
I The title is taken from a November 14-20, 2002 Guardian Weekly story about treatment for AIDS 
children in South Africa. The author, Chris McGreal, says that is the name South African 
schoolchildren have given President Mbeki since he shows so little concern for treatment reaching 
South Africa's HIV/ AIDS victims. 
Yet the question of what works remains. What are ways 
that USA individuals, organizations and communities can impact US policy 
toward Africa, can help decisively move that policy in a just and positive 
direction? What information emerges from the city assessments that can 
help those of us mobilizing for Africa Action achieve some of the goals we 
seek? 
Briefly stated the goals of Africa Action follow: our work is 
ultimately aimed at ending the systemic injustices that limit Africa's ability 
to create healthy living environments. Our work is also directed against the 
system of global apartheid with its structured racism and inequalities that 
keeps Africa poor and getting poorer. Five specific, intermediate goals are 
being pursued by Africa Action: namely 
1. unconditional cancellation of Africa's illegitimate 
foreign debt, 
2. equal access to drugs and treatment, 
3. an end to IMF/World Bank colonialism, 
4. an end to discrimination on the basis of race, gender, and 
HIV status, and 
5. promotion of a public discourse on reparations (the need 
for the West to invest in Africa's health care as an 
obligation - not charity). 
The World Bank Bond Boycott Campaign is currently our main vehicle for 
pressuring financial decision makers like the World Bank to cancel 
Africa's debts. 
We are focused on five city areas where the HIV infection 
rates are steadily increasing, especially amongst young African Americans. 
Part of the rationale behind this approach is our belief that the connections 
and parallels between local anti-HIV/ AIDS work and African anti-
HIV / AIDS work will enable broader and more effective mobilizing results. 
At this point the five city areas we are focused upon are: 1) Atlanta, 2) the 
San Francisco Bay area (specifically, Alameda, Contra Costa and San 
Francisco counties/Oakland, Berkeley, San Francisco and Richmond 
cities), 3) Washington, D.C., 4) Houston, and 5) New York City. 
What are some of the key factors we need to consider as we 
do Africa organizing in our five city regions? A primary consideration is 
that the United States is a racially and ethnically diverse nation. As of 
1999 the US population is 71 . 9% white, 12.1 % African American, 11. 5% 
Latino, 3.7% Asian Pacific Islander, and 0.7% Native American. It is also 
a racially segregated nation with a racialized, growing percentage of the 
population that is "left out". And the "Left Out numbers are growing. In 
? 
1999, nationally, 13% of US families were living below the poverty line 
with African Americans and Latinos 3 times more likely than other racial 
groups to be poor!" ~ 
' ' 
A second important factor in this era is that as organizers we 
must have a thorough grounding in what 'race' means in each of the 
situations where we work. 'Race and racial applications vary through 
time and place in the USA As repeatedly noted by Howard Winant in his 
writings: "Each nation-state, each political system (Houston's is different 
from DC's) each cultural complex necessarily constructs a unique 
racialized social structure ( emphasis added!), a particular complex of 
racial meanings and identities." Thus ... no ... generalizations can substitute 
for detailed analyses of local racial formations." (Winant, Howard, Racial 
Conditions, 1994, p.123). 
The SOUTH and Southern Discomfort 
Three of our five target areas are Southern cities. They are 
greens and grits and shotguns cultures. Some define the South as that 
region where the population continues to experience a disproportionate 
level of poverty and a lower quality of life than other US regions. Another 
important feature for us stemming from the Southern base of our work is 
that the US HIV/AIDS epidemic is hitting the South harder than any other 
part of the USA A recent Kaiser Family Foundation Report notes that 
while only 36% of the US population lives in the South, 40% of all people 
with AIDS now live in the South with 46% of newly identified AIDS 
cases appearing in the region as well. Exemplifying the Africa Action 
global apartheid argument, the Kaiser Foundation report also notes that 
while African Americans in the South are 19% of the total population, 
they are 53% of those with HIV/AIDS compared to 49% nationally (And 
in Bush-run Florida and Texas, African Americans are even harder hit 
than in the South as a whole). Lastly, in the South, access to treatment is 
being systematically shut down as public health dollars are diverted away 
from HIV/AIDS. In North Carolina, Alabama, Kentucky and Texas 
particularly, uninsured and underinsured patients are steadily losing the 
public health funding that previously afforded access to HIV/ AIDS 
medicines. (See the recently released Kaiser Report appropriately titled 
"Southern Discomfort"). 
Strategic Constituents 
One of the findings of our five city assessments is that there 
are some communities, some sectors that are more key for our Africa 
Action campaigning than others. Obviously, this may vary from one 
campaign to another but for the Africa Action Africa's Right to Health 
Campaign, I think there are two critical groupings. The first is the 
communities of African immigrants in our five target regions. Not only 
are they growing in size in each of the five locations, more importantly 
they are becoming both more politically sophisticated ( about the US 
political system) and better organized. Part of this political maturation 
also entails African immigrant groups going from narrow, parochial 
national bodies to more pan African, or in a few cases, more "Third 
World" in their political pre-occupations. Additionally, some of them 
clearly have greater access to resources and an independent funding base. 
The National Association of Nigerian Physicians is a good example of 
what I m arguing as is the fact that in both Atlanta and Houston it is 
African women immigrants who are assuming major leadership in 
pursuing an African Action agenda. 
. A second critical Africa Action constituent grouping is 
youth, especially, but not limited to, African American youth. The major 
challenge facing Africa Action in this sector is that of facilitating the same 
youth to gain a greater ease and fluency with the details of the issues 
around Africa and around US-Africa relations. Potentially, we may be on 
the cusp of a major breakthrough, one bringing more youth and more 
women into leading roles in Africa advocacy work all over the USA. 
Obstacles To Mobilizing 
What are some of the obstacles that Africa Action 
mobilizers and others will face in this post 9/11 era of Africa organizing in 
the USA? The first and primary barrier is race and racial ordering in the 
USA. (When I use "race", incidentally, I conceive of it as a US phenomena 
deeply linked and inseparable from "class") It is largely a function of USA 
racial conditioning and racial antagonisms that with a couple East Coast 
exceptions, organizations like ACT-UP and The Coke Boycott activists 
remain white formations with no history, or limited history of working in 
coalition with similarly-directed black organizations. White activists 
view(s) on Africa, especially those coming from non-Africa related groups, 
like NACLA, for instance, seem to be quite fickle. In the 80's, until and 
through the Mandela years, South Africa was "hot". There was media 
eager to film and interview. There was prestige. Today, as Imani found in 
her Weaving the Ties interviews many whites feel, as one of her 
interviewers said, "Racism and the legacy of slavery and racism makes it 
much more complicated ... and there is not a willingness to confront that." 
Thus, there is a tendency amongst white activists ( even the "progressive" 
ones) to leave Africa work to the "them" that the American apartheid 
system keeps contentedly organizing in their own separate bantustans. 
In Atlanta, Washington, D.C., and New York City, it will be 
other organizations focused on Africa that may provide our greatest 
challenge. There is no doubt whatsoever that in Atlanta Rev. Andrew 
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Young and his various organizations, probably joined by the Carter Center, 
will be the most fervent opponent to an Africa Action political agenda for 
Atlanta. In Washington, Africare, CF A,DAT A and Society for Africa will, 
at the least, run a guerrilla campaign against all that Africa Action 
represents. In New York, it will be the African American Institute (AAI), 
Medecin Sans Frontiers and maybe the Patrice Lumumba Coalition that 
will oppose either the Africa Action approach or Africa Action's political 
content. (In Houston, it may well be the Angolan consulate there and the 
Angolan oil subsidiary SONANGOL that may "run opposition" on behalf 
of more substantive corporate opposition like Halliburton and Chevron). 
Another challenge that we will face in all five locales is the 
standard set of tensions between African American and African 
communities. From D.C. to the Bay area African Americans and Africans 
live under the same cloud of distorted understandings, mis-communication 
and non-communication. In all our targeted places these tensions are 
nourished by a generalized perception that Africans and African Americans 
are and must be in competition with one another for jobs, housing, 
schooling and other requirements. In many instances, however, what is 
transpiring, despite a shared skin color, is a straightforward clash of 
cultures and living styles. These tensions have already surfaced in the 
situation in Houston and will necessitate some effort( s) to confront and 
resolve this set of antagonisms. It may mean doing some 
meetings/workshops or informal gatherings for talking about the tensions. 
Or another way, as Africa Action, we can contribute to easing the tensions 
is to consistently project ourselves organizationally as being made up of 
African Americans and Africans ( our staffing, our board, our 
endorsements). 
Homophobia has long been present in the communities we 
are targeting. Recent events at Morehouse College in Atlanta, i.e., the 
baseball bat beating of a gay man, illustrate the issue of homophobia in the 
black community. This behavior pattern consistently seems to stem to 
emanate from conservative black religious institutions. The combination of 
homophobic attitudes and the stigmatization patterns also prevalent at 
many black church and educational institutions mean that there will have to 
be an educational component in much of our work in and around the 
traditional black institutions. 
Another attitude that presents some challenges to our 
successfully mobilizing is the view that some organizations maintain that 
all other work should be focused on just local ("home") issues. Some 
HIV/ AIDS activist organizations and support organizations do not want to 
mix in the international dimensions of the HIV/ AIDS epidemic because it 
makes it all too "complicated." 
Assets For Mobilizing 
What are some of the assets we have in terms of our 
organizing based on the Africa Action agenda? First and foremost, I think, 
is the historical legacy of anti-apartheid,work and African solidarity work 
done by all those predecessor organizations and by most of the Africa 
Action staff. The excellent 'framing' that has gone on for the last couple 
years has served Africa Action well, especially in certain circles and 
groupings disposed to keep up with Africa concerns. Black elected 
officials are such a grouping and I think there is a good core of black 
elected officials in all five target areas with whom Africa Action can 
collaborate. (As mentioned earlier, the current constellation of majors in 
all our cities except New York are, I think, pre-disposed to a supportive 
responsiveness on African issues). 
In New York, the Bay area and Washington, we have 
excellent possibilities for collaboration with organized labor. The Service 
Employees International Union (SEIU), in particular, especially with its 
current President, Andy stem, could become one of Africa Action's most 
significant collaborators. It would be important though, to relatively soon 
meet with President Stem and some of his key leadership to present the 
entire Africa Action agenda. (Obviously, Bill Fletcher could play the key 
role in setting up such a meeting so that we could get SEIU backing in all 
our target sites). A related point for getting labor with us is that we should 
raise the World Bank Bond Boycott resolution with the pension fund 
trustees of the big unions. This might be done through Byron Charlton at 
the AFL but is certainly facilitated by the fact that a key union, the 
Teamsters, have already joined the World Bank Bond Boycott campaign. 
Youth and Students 
While Africa Action does not have a specific youth/student 
mobilizer, it is clear that being able to engage young people into an Africa 
Action framework would greatly enhance Africa Action's capacity to 
deliver, not just now but in the future as well. Groups like D.C. 's Student 
Global AIDS Campaign, ACTUP, and the Howard University Amnesty 
International Chapter (as well as Amnesty's national leadership if they 
combine with Africa Action) if they become seriously engaged in work 
focused on Africa could not only help Africa Action with our immediate 
campaign. They could become the bases for concrete mobilizing on Africa 
for years ahead. Clearly, it is important that attention should be given to 
mobilizing this vital, if not decisive, sector in all our targeted centers. 
There are two other, less major assets, which I would like to 
also mention. The first is that the Green Party has become active with the 
formative Africa coalitions that have started in both Houston and Atlanta. I 
also see that the Washington Assessment mentions the Green Party as a 
potential ally. A second entity that Africa Action should view as an asset 
are key African studies programs and certain Africanists located in and 
around some of our target regions. I do not think many of them will do 
active organizing but they are a good informational conduit and recruitment 
location for some of their students who 00 want to be actively involved. 
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Non-Africa Specific Factors 
A looming war with Iraq is a prime example of this 
particular dimension of our challenges. Depending on the type of war and 
its length, it may make mobilizing on Africa and Africa-related issues even 
more difficult than it is presently. It is important for us to think now about 
how we can make our framing and mobilizing more related to emerging 
anti-war groupings and strategies. How we more consciously weave an 
anti-war theme into our material and delivery. 
Related to the war with Iraq is the question of the US 
economy and where it will next tumble. It is going to be more and more 
difficult to mobilize for the Global Fund midst populations facing greater 
and greater fears about job loss, bankruptcy and homelessness. I think, in 
fact, that a growing theme we should factor into all our framing and 
mobilizing is that we are in a historical period where there has never before 
been such a seemingly endless plethora of weighty and immediate issues 
for ordinary people to confront as they go about their daily lives. 
Some Concluding Thoughts 
This particular campaign is not the final campaign. This 
campaign, future campaigns and other work which Africa Action is doing 
will ultimately help engage more and more ordinary people into the work 
of transforming current US relations with Africa. 
Finally, I believe, the motor of effective organizing is 
building trusting relationships. It is a long and painstaking effort for which 
there are few shortcuts. It entails building bonds of confidence and trust. 
This kind of organizing necessarily involves reciprocity. It involves 
organizations expecting things from Africa Action just as much as Africa 
Action expects organizations to do things for them. For there are few 
'ordinary folk' who in this particular historical period are going to engage 
themselves in efforts on behalf of Africa without having some sense that 
such engagement will give them some returns as well. As Amilcar Cabral 
said years ago, most folk live and struggle not for big grandiose ideas and 
schemes but to see their lives go forward, to see their children's lives go 
forward. 
SUGGESTED COMPONENT STEPS FOR 
EFFECTIVE AFRICA ACTION MOBILIZING 
1. Engage youth and youth organizations. 
2. Utilize cultural events, spaces, and openings as often as possible. 
3. Get churches, especially black churches up on the issue( s ). 
4. Identify and key in on specific regional/local journalists. 
5. Inform and engage women's organizations. 
6. Communicate with local elected officials, engage black and Third 
World elected officials. 
7. Identify, locate and support key local point people (in the case of 
youth, help them develop as leaders). 
8. Form a short-term, "directed", pro Africa Action coalition. 
9. Always project the mission statement of Africa Action. 
Q 
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